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These are definitely not your father's dot-to-dots. With no clues given to the final image, numbers

into the thousands, and amazing detailed pictures, The Greatest Dot-to-Dot Super Challenge

provides a whole new level of challenge and intrigue. Each puzzle is a work of art in its own right.

When you complete a puzzle, you are rewarded with images that are themselves vivid and rich in

detail and always surprising. Author and artist David Kalvitis continues his Dot-to-Dot revolution by

continuing to create complex puzzles like the patent pending Arrow and Compass puzzles that

provide unique methods for connecting points to reveal a picture. Other puzzle designs include

Alpha Dots and ABC Sets as well as double page spreads with over 1,300 dots. Kalvitis always has

older kids and adults in mind when designing his puzzles. With his ever-present attention to detail,

increasingly complex images and fine-tuning of his craft with each new book, The Greatest

Dot-to-Dot Super Challenge continues to raise the bar for dot-to-dots. Ages 8 to Adult.
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This is NOT the Dot to Dot book from your childhood--it's a modern version with complex pictures

(some are 2 page spreads!) and ideas. These puzzles are ADDICTIVE--they are not just follow

numbers, oh no--they are so much more. Not only do you have to count, but you must also search

for the next sequence of numbers. Some use ABCs, some use symbols while others have no dots!

There are picture puzzles that require drawing series of lines on a grid, too. Some puzzles are



drawn following directional arrows, so not all of these are simply dot-to-dot.If you are looking for a

child's dot-to-dot of less than 100 dots, this is not the proper book. I have given these challenging

puzzles to people from elementary school to age 75 (and beyond) and they have all LOVED these

puzzles. The pictures cover a wide range from animals to people, but don't expect to solve one in 5

minutes, either!I highly recommend this dot-to-dot challenge puzzle book to anyone who enjoys

keeping their mind active. Just one look and you'll be hooked! Buy this book for yourself, your kids,

as a birthday gift, for someone laid up, for your mother or your grandparents--they will ALL LOVE IT!

I have purchased all the books in this series and I hope there are many more to come. This is

definitely the best of the bunch, followed closely by number 5. I am over 40 and am disabled, so this

is an excellent way for me to keep my mind active. Not to mention that 3 of the puzzles cover 2

pages with numbers well into the 1000's! ! ! Be warned, once you start, it is VERY hard, almost

impossible, to put it down. I find it an enjoyable addiction and am thinking of purchasing the series

again just for the fun of it. In my opinion, this is a must have book!

Lots of different kinds of dot-to-dot challenges - much more than the kind you experienced as a kid.

Challenging enough for adults to enjoy.

I loved these as a kid now they are done for adults. I got them all and when I was laid up with foot

surgery has fun with them. they varried by numbers. number sequences, symbols, letters, not for

little kids..a big kid toy.

I'm not sure who had more fun with this, the kids or me. Seriously addicting. [My 5 yo was able to do

it, with concentration and a little help.]

We bought book 6 for our 8 year old and now had to buy this one for our 7 year old. They love these

books! Great to keep hands busy in waiting rooms or whenever you'd like a little peace and quiet

(which is hard to come by in a house of 3 boys). I have recommended these to several of my friends

with kids. They're definitely harder than regular dot to dot since you can't tell what they're going to

be when you first look. You actually have to put in the work. Also, they mix it up and give you

different challenges along the way so it's not all following numbers in order. A particular favorite is

one where you have to follow directional arrows. I will probably be buying more of these as the

years pass. The boys love them!



My finacee is 20 and loves doing dot to dots so I got here a group of these books and she really

likes them. The only con I can give them is I know on one puzzle so far the picture when completed

wasn't very great, the others she as done are fine, but one so far was not to her liking.

I got these for my mother to keep her mind busy. She LOVES these dot to dots. She does them all

day every day as they are challenging and feels accomplished as she is drawing pictures she never

thought she could draw. I recommend these!
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